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This paper describes a way of accessing mesh networks routed using B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol over 
conventional radio links. The solution can be used by army organizations to control remote devices or to simply 
deliver data to soldiers deployed on the battlefield. The tactical router used as the core of the system provides a 
special dynamic routing feature further described in the document, while radio provided by Harris Corporation 
offer improved data-link security.  
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1. Introduction 

 Mesh networks represent a topic extensively studied nowadays, as groups of low-power 
devices grow and integrate with our environment. However, those types of network represent a 
bleeding edge subject with only few fully functional implementations. In this paper we will show 
how we can add some multihop networking features in a technical environment built using military 
equipments.  

 MenRac represents a new architecture of communications between vehicles deployed on 
the battlefield and the officers commanding the actions. Orders can be delivered now from safer 
distances and follow a dynamic path between the members involved in the actions. Think of an 
envelope stamped and signed by the general controlling the operation addressed to one of the 
active vehicles. Usually, using common networking approach, the envelope will be delivered to the 
commanding officer of the team deployed and then forwarded to the recipient, only if the recipient 
is reachable. However, in a real life situation things are not that simple. Sometimes the leader of the 
squad is not close enough to all other vehicles in order to deliver the envelope. At this point, the 
new architecture can offer some major improvements.  

 In MenRac, the commanding center and the leader vehicle are equipped with standard 
radios capable to transmit data over long distances. All other vehicles have radios highly optimized 
for communications at closer distances. Now let’s get back to the order issued and placed securely in 
an envelope. As it must be delivered to one of the members in the squadron, it will be sent from the 
commanding center to the leader vehicle’s radios, which acts as a gateway. However, from this point 
the envelope is not necessary delivered directly to the recipient, as in some certain situations it 
might not be accessible. With the new approach of MenRac, the envelope can travel either directly, 
or it can move from “hand to hand” between other vehicles, until it finally gets to the destination. 
Now the officers in the destination vehicle can open the envelope and read the message. 

 The purpose of the system that we will present is to allow communication with devices 
integrated in a mesh network over radio connections based on common technologies: High 
Frequency Radio (HF), Very High Frequency Radio (VHF) and High Capacity Data Radio (HCDR). This 
feature is necessary to allow interoperability with other standard military networking components 
thus offering interoperability and standard compliance. Solutions presented in this paper are based 
on products offered by Harris Corporation, one of the largest manufacturers in this market segment.  

 The Tactical Router presented in this paper is one of the possible solutions to connect 
multihop networks to other networks built on common technologies. The system based on a 
customized version of the 3.2.5 Linux Kernel takes advantages of the support for B.A.T.M.A.N. 
protocol added in version 2.6.38 [1]. Classic radio interfaces are based on the RS232 physical 
standard and use pppd daemon, with ppp-related modules customized for Harris radios. 

 There are a lot of papers related to the two main subjects of this document: mesh networks 
and military radio networks. However, there is no public solution that bridges those topics, making 
the task of finding related work pretty hard. Proprietary solutions were developed for custom 
requirements, one example being the RF-6010 device [2]. According to the datasheet, it provides a 
gateway to a radio network over PSTN network, allowing data to be sent from PBX-es over radios. 
This product was developed for switching data over different mediums, but it lacks the support for 
newer technologies like Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, HCDR and smart routing protocols. 
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 Another device comparable to our tactical router is the Network Access Unit, produced by 
General Dynamics [3]. It is a complex device for interconnecting military equipments from vehicles 
and supports many appliances. It offers a dynamic routing feature similar to ours, but it has a 5 
minutes switch delay, as laboratory tests revealed. Even if most of us think that this interval is quite 
huge, especially when comparing to common network routing protocols, considered to be fine for 
real life situations. Tactical radios are used for voice communication for short intervals, making the 
data link unusable. Many of this interrupts are short, therefore triggering a route re-computing 
procedure is not efficient. 

 While being a pretty capable device, N.A.U. lacks two things when compared to our router. 
First, it proved to be a bit unstable when we tested it in a topology where it was supposed to 
interact with a vehicle equipped with our device, but simple resets fixed any problem that appeared. 
Secondly, it misses the advanced multihop routing feature, which is not that surprisingly, thinking 
that the device was developed before mesh networking started to be an interesting topic. 

 The N.A.U. device is also capable to recognize the device attached to one port, being capable 
to read routes and to interact with that device, if it is recognized. However, this strength is also a 
weakness, because if the attached device reports an ID or a firmware not supported by N.A.U., it is 
simply ignored and not used at all. On the other hand, our Tactical Router was designed to respect 
interfaces and standards, rather than working only with specific sets of equipments. Most of the 
radios on the market use standard interfaces like PPP, USB or Ethernet when connecting with 
computers, therefore building a router that can handle those protocols would provide simple and 
efficient integration. 

 B.A.T.M.A.N. stands for Better Approach to Mobile Adhoc Networks and represents a 
refinement of Optimized Link State Routing Protocol. It is developed by Freifunk community and 
since 2.6.38 version of Linux Kernel it is bundled as the batman-adv kernel module [1]. 

 The B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol outperforms the O.L.S.R.P. in some key points [4]. Higher 
performances are achieved by aggregating and delivering only required information over links, thus 
limiting the amount of traffic overhead. The “termite” approach used by B.A.T.M.A.N. is more 
efficient than exchanging routing tables, as O.L.S.R.P. does. 

There were several attempts to implement B.A.T.M.A.N. over classic WI-FI infrastructures 
(Wireless 802.11 A/B/G/N standards), but most of them faced performance drops caused by RTS-CTS 
mechanism used by those protocols. Traffic capacity is limited and the entire network is slowed down 
due to protocol packets, as this is proved by few documents [5],[6]. To overcome this problem we 
avoid 802.11 wireless standards and select the 7800S Secure Personal Radio [7] as data transfer 
terminal. This product uses the 350 to 450 Mhz and, with channels configured correctly, it allows data 
transfer up to 256 kbps. The SPR radio is highly optimized for modern warfare, advertised as very 
good equipment for urban environment.  

 
 The Quagga open source project is aiming to release a daemon for routing wireless networks 
called babeld, which will implement the babel protocol. However, right now it is considered 
experimental and it was not tested enough to be considered. 

 This paper will describe a communication solution that allows users to control mesh 
elements equipped with a tactical router attached. Moreover, access to the mesh network is allowed 
over three radio types, Ethernet support existing also. We will also focus on the router developed as 
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the core of the entire solution. The most important challenge was to put all technologies together 
and make them work, as this task was never performed until now.  

 Next chapters will present details about the entire architecture of the solution, details about 
hardware platform and constraints reflected in the software architecture, plus a lot of information 
about software components (routing, configuration, security, etc.) 
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2. Architecture of the Solution 

This chapter represents an overview of the entire solution and describes how the elements 
of a mesh network can be controlled over radio connections. As already mentioned in the 
Introduction, the core of the solution is the Linux based tactical router with support for B.A.T.M.A.N. 
routing protocol. In the first part of the chapter, the reader will find how MenRac actually works. 
Later on, we will present a technical overview of the solution presented as an introduction for the 
following chapters. 

 
The “Introduction” presented a short example of how messages are delivered from 

commanders to members of the squad from battlefield. Let’s review it and describe all the features 
available to the users that implement our solution. 

 
First of all, let’s define the actors. There is one group of vehicles driving in a combat area 

with certain missions and objectives. Of course, there is one superior officer that acts as a leader on 
the field and a command center that supervises operations and offers support and intelligence. 
Modern military software is installed on the computers from each vehicle, thus allowing them to 
respect same standards of command and control. 

 
The command center is placed somewhere in a safe place and is equipped with few types 

of standard military radios to allow more ways of communications. From this place officers issue 
orders and evaluate the state of the currently undergoing operations. They can also send alerts and 
provide better situation awareness to the vehicles deployed. Note that most of the messages 
delivered are usually standardized by the software suite. 

 
The operational squad is composed of few vehicles of different types. It is not the purpose 

of this document to analyze the structure of the team deployed, as we are only concerned about 
communications. Hence, each vehicle in the MenRac squad must be equipped with a radio optimized 
for close range communication between the members of the team. In our architecture, the SPR is a 
great choice, as it is optimized for urban theaters. 

 
One of the members of the squadron is considered a leader and acts as a gateway to the 

command center. A higher rank officer is placed inside this vehicle and stays in touch with 
commanders and supporting staff. Therefore this link is very important hence redundancy and fail-
over mechanisms must be implemented to provide higher availability.  

 
In MenRac, there should be three types of radios between the command center and the 

leader’s vehicle. As current technologies allow, some of them provide higher bandwidth, but short 
range, while other offer very long ranges with extremely low bandwidth. The Tactical Routers placed 
at the ends of this link should always check and choose the highest bandwidth available link. Thus, 
the envelope from the command and support staff can be safely delivered to the leader’s vehicle 
router. 

 
Sometime alerts or messages from the commanders must be delivered directly to one of 

the members of the operational squad. Data will reach the leader’s vehicle over one of the longer 
range radio link. From this point, the message enters a mesh network, where packets can go from 
one hop to another, until they reach the final destination. 
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To get the big picture of the solution, let’s look at a real life situation. One unit composed 

by few vehicles is deployed on the battlefield. One of them is considered a commander unit, while 
other vehicles represent simple units. In this context, the commanding vehicle must be equipped 
with longer range radios, like HF, VHF or HCDR, thus communicating with staff placed securely few 
kilometers away, mentioning that HF can deliver data at distances higher than 200 kilometers. 
Secure Personal Radios are deployed inside each vehicle, to allow communications between the 
members of the unit. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 MenRac Example Topology 

 
A more technical approach will consider that each vehicle is equipped with a tactical router 

and a SPR device, acting as an element in the mesh network. The commander vehicle is the gateway 
of the entire network, allowing communications with computers placed kilometers away, thanks to 
the radios used. The dynamic routing over radio links feature will select the best link in terms of 
speed to the remote commanding site. In B.A.T.M.A.N. terms, each router is a node, with the 
commander vehicle acting as a gateway node also. The gateway role and implementation details 
using the B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol will be presented in the “Static and Dynamic routing” chapter. 

 
Let’s review the equipments used and present the role of each one of them: 
 

Table 1 
Equipments overview 

Equipment Description Deployment 
5800-H HF radio High frequency radio for long 

range communications, up to 300 
km with standard supplied 
antenna. 
However, data rate is very slow, 
usually 2.400 bps. 

Used for communication with the 
remote commanding center as a 
last resort option. 
Attached to commander vehicle 
and also found in the commanding 
center. 

5800-V VHF radio Very High Frequency radio, 
providing line-of-sight 
communication. Data rate up to 
56.000 bps. 

Represents the second option for 
communication with the 
commanding center.  
Attached to commander vehicle 
and found in the commanding 
center. 
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7800-M HCDR radio Provides a fast link with a 
bandwidth up to 4 Mbps. Requires 
direct visibility with remote peer. 

Attached to commander vehicle 
and used as a first option for link 
to commanding center.  
Another radio must be placed in 
the commanding center. 

7800-S Secure personal radio Offers 256 Kbps bandwidth shared 
between the elements of the mesh 
network using a TDMA scheme. 

One SPR must be placed in each 
vehicle 

Tactical router Provides packet transfer over 
many interfaces and protocols. 
Apart from working with radios, it 
offers support for common 
Ethernet networking, including 
standard routing protocols like 
OSPF and RIPv2 

Each vehicle must be equipped 
with this router and the command 
center must have one also. 

 
 

As radios used are proprietary devices developed and supplied by Harris Corporation, we will 
not add more details in this overview, recommending the reader to visit Harris’ web-site [8] for more 
details.  
 
 Our solution is built around a tactical router capable to communicate over four types of 
radios. Moreover it has to support conventional mediums like copper, for Ethernet interfaces. The 
main capabilities of this device are described below: 

 route IP packets received on configured interfaces 

 support the following types of radios: VHF, HF, HCDR and SPR ( for multihop devices ) 

 test and use the best available network connection for a destination address 

 implement QOS classes to prioritize specific packets 

 implement multihop routing over SPR radios 

 

 The military software used over the networking infrastructure is a very important 
component, as it must be aware of real life conditions. Packets can be lost over radio links for many 
reasons (interference, radios out of range, meteorological conditions, etc.), specific mechanisms 
must be implemented to allow reliable data transfer, at least for important orders. As a High 
Frequency link can provide a bandwidth of 2.4 kbps, it is obvious that research must be performed 
to select best time-out intervals when transferring data over the air. Moreover, as the bandwidth is 
usually low, compression and standardization will allow delivering a specific content using fewer 
bits. It is possible to define each application’s code or use some standard encoding agreed between 
allies.  

 As link speed is low, expect high latency, meaning that real-time control is out of discussion. 
This is even more important when thinking to replace standard vehicles with unmanned machines. 
This scenario is possible and can benefit from multihop routing feature, but will require more 
complex software, as this component will have to make decision based on the messages and 
situation awareness reports delivered over radio links. The very high latency of radio links (over HF a 
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rtt for an ICMP echo request packet is over 10-20 seconds) do not allow reliable control and fast 
response from remote devices.  

 Even if real-time control of remote devices from the mesh network it is not feasible over the 
currently used radio, vehicles can be replaced with smart drones capable to react to certain 
situations and execute certain orders. However, developers must always keep in mind that 
compression and reliable methods for delivering reports, orders or alerts must be included in their 
products, as decisions made by control software should always be aware of changes as quick as 
possible. 
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3. Hardware Specifications of the Tactical Router 

The design of the hardware components was not performed by the author, but 
explanations must be presented to allow the reader to fully understand the purpose of this 
important component of the solution. Moreover, it is essential to present the capabilities and the 
constraints that were further pushed to the software components. 

 
First of all, we must mention that the hardware configuration is proprietary and the 

current paper cannot reveal many details. However, we can describe some features important for 
the entire picture of the solution. We will start with a description of the requirements that started 
the development process and continue with a discussion regarding the constraints that were 
reflected in the software deployed on the system. 

 
The main feature of the router was to select the best available link to a remote site from a 

collection of radio links. “Best available link” means one of the radio links configured on the tactical 
router over which the device can ping the other end. This requirement was translated in a need of 
several interfaces to radio devices. The following table presents the types of interfaces used by the 
four types of radios mentioned earlier in this paper: 

Table 2 
Interfaces used by radios 

Radio Port / Interface 

5800-H RS232 serial port (ppp) 

5800-V RS232 serial port (ppp) 

7800-M Ethernet port 

7800-S U.S.B. port (emulates eth interface) 

 
A simple analyze of the previous table reveals that the tactical router must provide RS232 

serial interfaces, USB and Ethernet ports. Moreover, a reliable way of configuration must be 
provided to the user, to allow easy access to device’s interface. Thus, the following interface 
configuration was selected: 

 
- 4 RS232 Interfaces (one of them used for management purpose) 

- 2 Ethernet ports (for HCDR or common ethernet networks) 

- 1 USB port 

- D.C. port ( electric energy is usually provided by a power source inside the vehicle 

where the device is mounted ) 

All those interfaces were supposed to be controlled by a system with rugged components, 
capable to survive hostile mediums and extreme conditions. As the mechanical details of the 
products are not interesting details for the current document, we will focus now on the computing 
platform used. 

 
The core of the tactical router’s hardware is a Single Board Computer (SBC) based on the PC 

104 standard architecture. Those computers are well-known for their rugged components and most 
of them are guaranteed to work in extreme conditions. For example, one raw board produced by 
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Advantech is guaranteed to operate at temperatures between -40 to 85 Celsius degrees [9]. 
However, those computers have special characteristics and are usually not targeted by major 
software developers when designing applications. Specific embedded operating systems were 
produced for this type of computers, including Windows CE, Windows XP embedded and VxWorks. 
Unfortunately, all those alternatives are proprietary solutions and they still do not provide a very 
friendly medium for software developers, which is still true for small Linux distros like TinyOS [10]. 

 
Now let’s present some features of the SBC used inside the Tactical Router: 
- AMD Geode LX800 CPU @ 500Mhz with  

- AMD CS 5536 chipset (AMD Geode “Companion”) 

- 512 Mb of RAM and 1 GB flash 

- Support for 4 RS232 interfaces 

- 2 Ethernet interfaces 

- 4 USB ports 

- GPIO support (8 pins controlled by few registers) over I2C/SMBus 

 
The features presented show that requirements related to interfaces types and numbers 

are fulfilled. Moreover, the SBC used is not very short on computing power, as revealed by this 7 Zip 
benchmark [11]. It looks to offer one third of a 1.7Ghz Pentium 4 CPU while consuming only 0.9 W, 
as specified by AMD’s datasheet [12]. In fact, during a practical test I was able to install the operating 
system using only the current supplied by the DVD unit attached to the USB port. 

 
The following diagram represents an overview of the hardware components installed 

inside the router, very useful when configuring the Linux kernel. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Hardware Components of S.B.C. 

 
There are few things to remark related to the hardware configuration. First of all, it can 

handle all the required interfaces, allowing software to perform the dynamic selection of a route, as 
it will be presented in the following chapters. Moreover, it can offer status monitoring using a simple 
led internally attached to a GPIO pin. While the CPU is part of the X86 (686) family, allowing the 
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device to run common software, the 1 GB storage flash rises a challenge. The storage space is quite 
small for a standard Linux distribution deployment, while still being more than enough for very tiny 
distros like TinyOS. 

 
Using an embedded distribution as a baseline for the operating system usually results in a 

very small OS footprint (several megabytes), but lacking the support for advanced features like 
newer routing protocols or TCP/IP stack related services. This will also require specialized developers 
for the software deployed inside the computer, meaning higher development costs. 

 
The alternative was to install a standard and well-known distribution and try to squeeze it 

enough to fit inside the 1GB flash. Ubuntu was the chosen distribution, because the Alternative 
Install CD allowed us to install a Command Line Computer version of the 12.04 Lucid Lynx OS. While 
not running software specially designed for the hardware architecture, this option provides the 
possibility to run a lot of software already developed and available in Cannonical’s repositories. 
Moreover, well-known software means less specialized developers, resulting in a lower overall cost 
of the project.  

 
Performance is always a possible issue when not running special developed software, but 

in this solution the communication bottleneck is usually a radio link, rather than a router, given the 
very low speeds of the data transferred over them. 
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4. Operating System features 

 Each component of the MenRac architecture must run software capable to offer the 
functionalities described in the previous chapters. While each radio has its own firmware developed 
by Harris Corporation, the Tactical Router was equipped with a specially designed operating system 
to fulfill the requirements of the project. In this context, operating system represents the entire 
suite of software running on the computer, including configuring services and other mechanisms.  

 As already mentioned, the hardware architecture of Tactical Router was customized starting 
from a PC 104 architecture, which guaranteed some support from the Linux Kernel. Recompiling 
from source and enabling the required support was the challenge. Moreover, one investigation 
revealed that 5800-V Radios were not fully PPP compliant, therefore some lines in the ppp_async.c 
source file were modified. This problem is avoided when connecting the radio to a Microsoft 
Windows machine, thanks to the Network Radio Driver software supplied by the manufacturer. 
However, Harris does not provide support for Linux-based computers. 

 The main purpose of the operating system deployed on our router is to integrate the device 
both in common networks as also in radio networks. It also has to choose the best link available with 
respect to bandwidth when transmitting data over radio links. Attached local area networks could be 
either mesh networks, where nodes were other Tactical Routers, as well as common Ethernet 
networks. As radios only support IPv4, we focused on adding features related to this version of 
Internet Protocol, like IPv4 dynamic routing, including support for OSPFv2 and RIPv2. 

 Another purpose of the software installed on the device is to allow easy configuration and 
simple settings management. Therefore a configuration component was specially designed to offer 
simple customization through a command line interface, as well as ftp access to allow users to 
download and upload configuration files from the router. 

 A simple analyze of the features previously described unveils few constraints that will have 
effects on software components: 

 the operating system will have to fit in the 1 Gb flash storing space 

 the kernel used must support a set of interfaces: serial, ethernet, usb 

 P.P.P. and B.A.T.M.A.N. Protocols must be included in the kernel 

 fully operational IPv4 stack is required 

 dynamic routing software must test available links to a remote network and choose the best 
one 

 As development time is important, the answer to all those requirements was a very light 
Ubuntu distribution, with a customized kernel. The dynamic routing over radio station will be 
performed by a standalone software component that will interact with kernel's routing table using 
existing tools, like ip route suite. 
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 Considering that the customized Ubuntu distribution is the baseline of the software, let’s 
present an overview of the components. As the software provided from Ubuntu Repositories was 
not enough to fulfill our requirements, I have developed a new suite of management, adapted for 
our purposes. This component, referred as management software from now on, provides all the 
advanced functionalities required. It has to perform route manipulation and configure included 
services, but also provide an access layer for the end user. 

 The following block-diagram presents the software components included in the operating 
system of the Tactical Router: 

 

 

Fig. 3 - Software Components 

 

  In the following paragraphs we will present an overview of the components presented. The 
features of the operating system will be detailed, while Dynamic Routing and Configuring Service 
components will be described in following chapters. 

 The operating system used on the Tactical Router is based on the Linux Kernel. We started 
from the latest Ubuntu Long Term Support edition available when the development process was 
started: 10.04 Lucid Lynx. As even the server install requires at least 1.5 GB, the 1 GB limited flash 
drive was a serious problem. The answer was simple: we used the Command Line Computer install 
from the Alternate Install CD. 

 Next step was to compile a new kernel for the custom hardware used, with required 
software components included. At this point, the datasheet was critical, and most of the features of 
the AMD Geode Companion – CS 5536 were activated.  

 Details of the kernel deployed: 

 version 3.2.5, X86 architecture 

 customized ppp module for Harris radios 

 B.A.T.M.A.N. Support included (batman-adv kernel module compiled in the kernel for 
improved performances) 

 full support for AMD Geode CPU and AMD Geode Companion – CS 5536 
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 GPIO support over I2C, for status LED control 

 full IPv4/IPv6 stacks, with traffic control and filtering support 

 traffic control support (through tc utility) 

 iptables features enabled 

 I selected the 3.2.5 version of the Kernel Linux because it was the latest available when we 
designed the system. According to the kernel logs, versions 3.2.x offer some improvements, while 
fixing other bugs. The main issues reviewed that have impact on the current project are listed below, 
as extracted from the kernel documentation [13]: 

- improved ext4 support 

- support for transmission of IPv6 packets as well as the formation of IPv6 link-local 
addresses and statelessly autoconfigured addresses on top of IEEE 802.15.4 networks. 
For more information please look at the RFC4944 "Compression Format for IPv6 
Datagrams in Low Power and Lossy Networks (6LoWPAN) 

- B.A.T.M.A.N. ad hoc networking: implement AP-isolation on the receiver side, 
implement AP-isolation on the sender side  

- mac80211: implement uAPSD, mesh gate implementation 

- Implement per-device PM QoS constraints  

 While not being critical improvements, those details improved the potential of the device, 
making it easily extendable. For example, IPv6 support is already enabled in the current settings, 
even if it is not used inside the current project, because the Falcon 2 Radios are not supporting this 
version of Internet Protocol. Mesh-networking related improvements are useful when implementing 
B.A.T.M.A.N. over other types of interfaces, like 802.11 WLANS. The advanced power management 
features is one of the strengths of the AMD Geode CPU, therefore preserving it as one of the 
advantages of the overall system makes sense. 

 In fact, the Geode CPU-Geode Companion tandem allowed us to activate some kernel 
options in order to improve performance or to use special features of the chip. The next table 
presents some of them, along with a brief explanation: 

Table 3 
Hardware related kernel parameters 

Kernel Option Description 

CONFIG_MGEODE_LX=y Compile Kernel for Geode LX architecture 

CONFIG_NOHIGHMEM=y 

# CONFIG_X86_PAE is not set 

Disable HIGHMEM and PAE, as technologies are not 
required for 512Mb RAM 

CONFIG_BLK_DEV_CS5535=y 

CONFIG_BLK_DEV_CS5536=y 

CONFIG_MFD_CS5535=y 

Enable block devices supported by Geode Companion 
(flash) 

CONFIG_I2C=y 

CONFIG_I2C_BOARDINFO=y 

CONFIG_I2C_COMPAT=y 

GPIO support over I2C and SMBus. Used for status 
LED 
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CONFIG_I2C_CHARDEV=y 

CONFIG_I2C_MUX=y 

CONFIG_I2C_GPIO=y 

CONFIG_GPIO_CS5535=y 

 

CONFIG_SENSORS_DME1737=m DME1737 is the sensor included for temperature 
measuring. Used for debugging purposes, along with 
the lm-sensor package. Module not loaded by default. 

CONFIG_FB_GEODE=y 

CONFIG_FB_GEODE_LX=y 

 

Enable GEODE’s framebuffer for video (VGA) support 

CONFIG_CRYPTO_DEV_GEODE=y Activate support for the AES unit included in the CPU 

 

 There are also some other important options for the general operating system: 

Table 4 
Networking kernel parameters 

Kernel Option Description 

CONFIG_IP_ADVANCED_ROUTER=y Enable advanced routing services 

CONFIG_NET_SCH_*=y 

CONFIG_NET_CLS=y 

Activate shaping and classifying for traffic 

CONFIG_E100=y 

CONFIG_E1000=y 

 

Enable Ethernet controllers support (Manufactured 
by Intel, on the current SBC) 

CONFIG_PPP=y 

CONFIG_PPP_BSDCOMP=y 

CONFIG_PPP_DEFLATE=y 

CONFIG_PPP_FILTER=y 

CONFIG_PPP_MPPE=y 

CONFIG_PPP_MULTILINK=y 

CONFIG_PPP_ASYNC=y 

CONFIG_PPP_SYNC_TTY=y 

 

Enable PPP support for radios 

CONFIG_INOTIFY_USER=y Activate Inotify support 

CONFIG_BATMAN_ADV=y Enable B.A.T.M.A.N. routing for mesh networking 

 

 Configuring B.A.T.M.A.N. Protocol is easy, using the the Configuring Service component. A 
new interface called 'bat' will be spawned when the protocol is activated on at least one active 
physical interface. In fact, this interface creates a bridge from other real interfaces, the one 
recommended for use being the eth_spr, the one associated with the SPR. This will enable 
broadcasting of B.A.T.M.A.N. messages over the radio, activating all features of this modern mesh 
networking protocol. 
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Several other options can be configured: 

 gateway mode (on/off) – with this option on, the node can be considered Internet gateway 
for stub networks. All the other nodes in the same mesh will receive a default route with the 
next-hop being the gateway set. In the following chapter the mechanism will be described in 
detail 

 vis mode (server/client) – the node will collect data from other nodes, building a topology 
that can be displayed to administrators using the show_batman_vis command. Other tools 
can be used to reconstruct the topology of the mesh network (batctl includes such options) 

 

 In previous chapters of paper we mentioned that VHF radio requires some changes in ppp-
related modules of the linux kernel. According to one internal investigation, we will describe the 
customizations performed in source files. 

 According to our internal tests, only one source file from the kernel must be changed: 
<root>/drivers/net/ppp_async.c . The implementation of scan_ordinary() function was changed 
from: 

static inline int 
scan_ordinary(struct asyncppp *ap, const unsigned char *buf, int count) 
{ 
 int i, c; 
 
 for (i = 0; i < count; ++i) { 
  c = buf[i]; 
  if (c == PPP_ESCAPE || c == PPP_FLAG 
      || (c < 0x20 && (ap->raccm & (1 << c)) != 0)) 
   break; 
 } 
 return i; 
} 

to: 

static inline int 
scan_ordinary(struct asyncppp *ap, const unsigned char *buf, int count) 
{ 
 int i, c; 
 
 for (i = 0; i < count; ++i) { 
  c = buf[i]; 
  if (c == PPP_ESCAPE || c == PPP_FLAG) 
   break; 
 } 
 return i; 
} 
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 For equipments deployed inside military vehicle it is important to offer a quick overview of 
device’s state. Usually, manufacturers include displays or LEDs to show the state of the system. Our 
Tactical Router uses one status LED capable to express four states: 

 
Table 5 

Led States 

LED color Description 

Red Important component corrupted (usually config file) 

Orange Configuring service is not running 

Green The device is working fine. Configuring service is 
started correctly 

Off The device is powered off 

 

 Technically, changing the color of the LED is performed by writing specific content to the 
GPIO registers. There are two steps when configuring the 8 IO pins supplied on the PC 104 electronic 
board, according to the manufacturer’s recommendations [14]: 

 1). Set the direction of the pin to output 

 2). Enable High or Low voltage on the selected pin 

 A simple example of this feature is presented in the following python code: 

SMC = 0x27 
CONFIG_REG = 0x03 
OUT_REG = 0x01 
 
def set_led(color_byte): 
 bus = SMBus(0) 
 BLANK_MASK = 0b00000000 
 config = bus.read_byte_data(SMC,CONFIG_REG) 
 config = config & BLANK_MASK 
 bus.write_byte_data(SMC,CONFIG_REG,config) 
 bus.write_byte_data(SMC,OUT_REG, color_byte) 
 

 As seen in figure 1, the Ubuntu-based O.S. is just a part of the system. In my opinion, there 
were no better alternatives to this custom-build distribution, because all other were either too tiny, 
with limited features, or too large to fit in the 1 GB storage space. With the current configuration, 
the O.S. can fit inside a 512 Mb card, as its footprint is less than 500 Mb. However, it can provide all 
features expected from a modern router, not mentioning the routing capabilities themselves.  

 The other large component of the system is the management software suite. It serves two 
purposes: perform the best radio link selection, already described as a dynamic routing feature, and 
configure other local services, with respect to user’s input. In the following paragraphs we will 
present an overview, while next chapters will focus on details for each one of them. 
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 The Dynamic Routing component is responsible for testing links available to remote 
networks. It is not focused on mesh network routing, but on routing over classic radios like HF, VHF 
and HCDR. There is one thread for each interface assigned to this component on that will test if a 
next hop radio is available on each radio link attached, for a given route. If the test fails, routes 
through that next-hop radio will be removed and added back when the remote radio will finally 
respond over that link. Further details will be presented in the next chapter.  

 The configuring service is a critical component of the system. The router is designed to be 
configured from a single file. The folder where this file is stored is watched, thanks to inotify feature 
included in the kernel. When one configuring tool changes anything in the configurations, one 
trigger fires in the Management Software component, performing the requested action. With this 
features, re-configuration can be performed very fast with minimum computational effort. 

 Note that reconfiguration is performed only on interfaces or protocols that were changed by 
the administrator, as a global reset to all interfaces was unacceptable. A simple ppp negotiation with 
a HF or VHF radio takes up to 10 seconds, meaning that the connection would be down for that 
amount of time. Note that ping packet sent over a HF link has a RTT of 25.000 ms and any useless 
downtime could impact on networking performance. 

 There are two ways to alter the config file: 

 command line interface with access over local serial connection (RS232 cable required) or 
over SSH 2.0 

 ftp  access (with ssl support), to allow easy config file management (download and upload) 

 Several security features were included in the configuring service component: 

 procedure for loading a default config file, just enough to allow quick access to reconfigure 
the device 

 user for special access through the serial console (those credentials cannot be used for 
remote access) 

 The interfaces of the router are usually stable and not hot-pluggable. Ethernet interfaces are 
considered enabled and up if they are administratively configured so, hence no more work is 
required for reconfiguring when the link is actually going up or down. PPP interfaces are handled 
well by the pppd daemon, if the “modem” parameter is set. This will detect if the actual link is up or 
down, removing routes and signaling the O.S. that the interface is not usable. However, when the 
link comes up again, configured routes must be enabled again by the management software. 

 A special case is the eth_spr interface, which is active only when the SPR radio is connected 
and turned on. To allow dynamic reconfiguration of this interface, I added one script to be started by 
udev when the radio is started. This script, part of the management software suite also, provides 
reconfiguration for the interface when it starts again, configuring also the bat interface when 
required to do so. 

 Finally, we should discuss how the image of the operating system is built and then deployed 
on a new system. The process is quite complex and will be described briefly, as it is not the main 
purpose of this document.  
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 The build process starts with a system configured as the developer wants. This system’s root 
will be mirrored in a tar.bz2 archive, using the standard Linux tools for archiving like tar. Next step is 
to deploy this newly created file in a live distribution that can be run on the target system. For our 
purposes, Plop Linux was the perfect choice [15]. It allows to configure the boot menu and boot one 
option after a timeout (developer cannot interact with the router while installing the O.S., as there is 
only one USB port available). After starting standard Linux services, Plop Linux will call the 
/etc/rc.local script, which is user configurable. To deploy an image to a new system all I had to do 
was to create and call a script that creates partitions, writes data to flash and install a new 
bootloader. After a restart, the newly deployed system will start. 

 Feedback is delivered to the user performing the installation over the Radio4 port, the one 
used for serial console access. One successful installation will display the following messages on that 
port (settings: 38400 baudrate, 8-N-1): 

Creating Partitions 
Partitions created 
Installing distribution. Please wait 
Extracting Distro 
Installing proper fstab 
Installing Boot Loader 
Done. Rebooting 
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5. Static and Dynamic Routing features 

This chapter describes the main purpose of the MenRac architecture: routing packets over 
radio and Ethernet networks. There will be described the advanced features added to standard 
routing behavior and examples will be provided based on a simple but common topology for military 
actions. 

 
First of all, we will present an overview of the routing capabilities included in the Tactical 

Router, the core of MenRac. As described in previous chapters, it must handle radio links, as well as 
Ethernet based networks. As radios can handle only IPv4 packets, all functionalities are focused on 
routing this protocol. Therefore, the device is capable to run RIPv2 (Routing Information Protocol 
version 2) as well as multi-zone OSPFv2 (Open Shortest Path First version 2), thus providing easy 
integration with common local networks. Note that those protocols can be started on Ethernet or 
Ethernet-like interfaces (ex. eth_spr), since running them over radios is not supported. However, the 
router is instructed to redistribute static and connected networks by default, without further 
configuration performed by user. 
 

Activating routing protocols on one interface is simple through the CLI: 
Ctr(eth1)-> ethernet_protocols rip ospf area 0 

 
Routing in common local area networks is not the primary topic of this document, but it is 

important to provide some details regarding the implementation of the feature. Dynamic routing 
protocols are provided through integrating Quagga software suite in the distribution. The 
configuration files for the daemons are altered in the configuration/reconfiguration process and 
service is restarted when necessary. Note that protocol daemons run only when specific protocol is 
required, thus increasing the overall security of the system. 

 
One of the original features added to the Tactical Router is the Dynamic Routing over radio 

links. The purpose of this component is to select the best radio link available for delivering packets 
to remote networks. Usually, the priority of the link can be configured on each interface through the 
‘metric’ parameter. In a real situation, this feature should work between command center and 
commander’s vehicle, choosing one of the links available, thus providing a fail-over mechanism and 
improving the availability of the logical link. 

 
Fig. 4 Dynamic Routing over Radio Links Topology 
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 In this paper we will consider a simple scenario of radio dynamic routing involving point to 
point links over each type of radio between two elements: a command center and a command 
vehicle deployed on the field. 

In figure 4, both Command Center and the Commander Vehicle use a tactical router 
configured with three types of links between them. The purpose of the dynamic routing component 
is to offer reliable data connection over the radios available. The previous figure also shows the 
radio links available between the Command Center and Commander Vehicle. The three technologies 
available, along with their priorities are: 

  Tabel 6 
Radio Links 

Technology Equipment Range Priority 

H.C.D.R. (high capacity 
data radio) 

Harris 7800-M Line-of-sight, few 
kilometers 

Best 

V.H.F. (very high 
frequency) 

Harris 5800-V Line-of-sight, few 
kilometers 

Medium 

H.F. (high frequency) Harris 5800-H Hundreds of kilometers Lowest 

 
 Johhny Kegler's article “The Wider the Band, the Quicker the Pace” [16] describes the 
advantages of each type of radio link. The HCDR offers high speed data transfer (up to 4 Mbits/s) and 
is one of the most sophisticated radios available now. VHF band offers up to 56 kbps bandwidth, but, 
exactly as the HCDR, requires direct visibility between the two communicating devices. On the other 
hand, the HF radio offers huge range when paired with a powerful antenna. Some internal tests 
performed successful data transfer between Bucharest and a city in south of Germany. However, 
with normal antenna supplied for the manpack version of the 5800H a range of 300 km is considered 
normal. Unfortunately, the HF has a bandwidth of maximum 9.6 kbps. 

 Dynamic Routing works in a pretty simple, but effective way. When routes to remote 
networks are added, the user can add one additional hop to check. This additional hop, called in the 
rest of the documentation a verifyhop, is tested periodically with specific packets over the selected 
interface. If it responds, it is considered up and the routes associated are kept in the routing table. 
However, if the test is failed, routes are removed and are activated again only when the verifyhop is 
tested successfully again. Note that it is not a good idea to consider a neighbor down if one test fails, 
hence several tests are performed with a minute interval between them before the neighbor is 
considered down. In a real world environment, data transfer is often interrupted by voice 
communications. Even if this interrupts are short, disabling one fast link when a single test fail would 
be too expensive, therefore we decided to allow one failure before considering the next radio down. 

It is recommended to configure verifyhops respecting the following rule: select as verify 
hop a node whose availability is equivalent with the availability of the remote network considered. 
Let’s consider verifyhops for the Command Center’s router when accessing the networks attached to 
Commander Vehicle. They should be selected according to the following table: 

Table 7 
Choosing verifyhops 

Link Verifyhop Explanation 

H.C.D.R. TR’s (from Command Vehicle) eth 
interface attached to HCDR 

Must be up to allow access to 
networks attached to commander 
vehicle  

V.H.F. VHF’s (attached to Command 
Vehicle) PPP interface 

Same reason as for H.C.D.R. Note 
that it will be down if the PPP link 
is down. 
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H.F. None H.F. link is considered always up. 
Any overhead on this link might 
cause increasing delays for actual 
data packets. 

 
Once verifyhops are configured, dynamic routing over radios is activated. Note that this 

feature can be activated over Ethernet links also, but it is recommended to use a standard dynamic 
routing protocol for this type of links. 

 
As already mentioned, routes to remote networks can be added through the Command 

Line Interface or ftp file upload. When not providing a verifyhop, the route is considered standard 
static route and it is added to the routing table without any further additional processing. Hence, 
static routing is also supported and easily configurable. 

 
The second original routing feature included in the Tactical Router is the integration of 

B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol, thus providing multi-hop routing capabilities. Moreover, through the 
configuration of gateways inside the mesh, nodes can be accessed from or access remote 
computers. 

 
Although how the protocol works is not the purpose of this document, we will briefly 

describe the functionality provided [17]. The most remarkable point is that B.A.T.M.A.N. addresses 
packets based on layer 2 M.A.C. addresses. The information is encapsulated in a special frame and 
delivered to the destination identified by the M.A.C. address, this process being handled by the 
batman-adv kernel module, which is a piece of software that supervises all traffic passing through 
interfaces. Layer 2 routes are also handled by this module and advertised to the peers through 
announcements at periodic intervals, controlled by ‘/sys/class/net/bat/mesh/orig_interval’. This 
parameter influences the convergence of the network, so a smaller interval between messages 
might lead to better convergence times, but might also saturate the bandwidth of the interface. 
Given that the S.P.R.’s bandwidth is quite low, the originator interval was modified from 1 second to 
3 seconds on the Tactical Router, as a convergence time of 3 minutes [18] can be considered 
acceptable for military applications. 

 
The configuration of the B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol is simple and be can performed through the 

CLI (command line interface).  First of all, interfaces that will be part of the ‘bat’ bridge must be 
disabled and enabled as a batman interface. Then special parameters of ‘bat’ interfaces like 
vis_mode and gw_mode should be configured, thus activating or de-activating features. Finally, 
issuing the write_config command activates all the configurations performed. The following lines 
provide an example of configuration through the CLI : 

 
Ctr -> interface bat 
Ctr(bat) -> enable 
Ctr(bat) -> batman_set_ipaddress 10.4.4.1/24 
Ctr(bat) -> batman_interfaces eth_spr 
Ctr(bat) -> batman_gwmode client 
Ctr(bat) -> batman_vismode server 
Ctr(bat) -> exit 
Ctr -> write_config 
 

 With gw_mode set to off, nodes inside B.A.T.M.A.N. mesh cannot communicate outside 
network. This option will provide the functionalities of mesh networking, without the ability to 
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access computers placed outside the net. However, manipulating the gw_mode parameter can 
provide a default route for accessing outside networks. The following paragraphs describe how this 
feature works. 
 
 When activating B.A.T.M.A.N., announcements of existent gateways will be received on 
router’s interfaces. The kernel module stores information and selects one possible gateway for the 
current node, before any other action is taken. There are two actors: servers and clients. One 
gateway sets gw_mode to ‘server’ and the clients set gw_mode to ‘client’. 
 
 The concept and the entire process are described in this document [19]. When one node 
selects the server mode, it starts broadcasting over the mesh domain this fact, along with some 
other details like the bandwidth provided for upload and download, if configured so. On the other 
hand, clients monitor B.A.T.M.A.N. traffic and elect one gateway without noticing the user. The 
bridge between the Layer 3 default route and Layer 2 mesh is performed by Dynamic Host 
Configuration Protocol (D.H.C.P.). The following figure show the usual way that DHCP works: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 Normal DHCP Operations 

 
 

 In a normal operation, the dhclient tool sends DHCP requests as broadcasts. One or more 
servers can answer with a DHCP Offer packet, leaving the client the option to choose one of the 
configurations offered. With B.A.T.M.A.N., things change a bit, thanks to the batman-adv kernel 
module which monitors and manipulates DHCP traffic. 
  
 As already mentioned, the gateway is elected well before DHCP traffic occurs. The batman-
adv kernel module selects one gateway and manipulates DHCP traffic making the client node to 
receive DHCP Offer only from the selected gateway. The changes performed are actually pretty 
simple: the batman-adv changes the destination M.A.C. address of DHCP Discover or Request 
packets from broadcast to unicast, pointing to the selected server. The next figure shows how DHCP 
actually works in a B.A.T.M.A.N. domain. 
 
 

 Fig. 6 B.A.T.M.A.N. DHCP Operations 
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 Hence, the DHCP messages are exchanged only between the client and the gateway selected 
based on B.A.T.M.A.N. messages. Therefore, the client gets the IP configuration from the DHCP 
server running on the gateway. As a bonus, it also receives one default route with the ‘bat’ exit 
interface and the nexthop set to server’s ip address. With this route installed in the routing table, 
nodes from the mesh network can access other networks. 
 
 The implementation of the gateway feature required the deployment of a DHCP server on 
each router. Moreover, when the node is set as gateway, the server’s configuration file is adapted 
and the DHCP service is started on ‘bat’ interface, with default-router option pointing to itself. On 
the other hand, the client only requires starting dhclient on the ‘bat’ interface, for acquiring the IP 
configuration from the server. 
 
 This concludes the chapter describing the main purpose of the Tactical Router included in 
the MenRac architecture. As presented, the device is capable to offer standard routing for IPv4 
networking, as well as some advanced routing features. Standard routing is based on static routes 
and dynamic routing protocols like RIPv2 and OSPFv2, while the dynamic routing over radio links and 
B.A.T.M.A.N. mesh routing represent advanced features bundled with our MenRac’s Tactical Router.  
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6. User Interface 

 
 All devices included in MenRac solution are designed to be configured and monitored by 
specialized administrators. Each type of device has its own way of configuration, so keeping official 
manuals close while adjusting settings is a good idea. Note that the radios supplied by Harris come 
with special software and manuals provided by manufacturer, therefore this document will not focus 
on those types of equipments. This chapter will present how to configure the Tactical Router – the 
core of MenRac – and all components of the user interface included in device’s operating system.  
 
 First of all, let’s describe briefly how radios should be configured, according to Harris’ 
manuals. Each device has its own application provided by manufacturer and most of them are 
configured over the interface used for data transfer also. VHF and HF radios use a PPP connection 
handled by the proprietary Network Radio Driver, while HCDR and SPR are usually programmed over 
USB. The main idea is that no radio works without a static configuration performed by an 
administrator before actually using the device. Imagine a radio like a router based on a critical 
configuration file. Without this file, it neither the radio nor the router will work fine, thus requiring 
carefully configuration before actually deploying in a production environment. This approach was 
considered also when our Tactical Router was designed. Hence, the entire architecture of 
configuration is focused on altering one file. Note that while radios cannot be reconfigured with the 
common procedure during operation, the Tactical Router can be easily re-configured during action 
through one of the methods that will be presented in the following paragraphs. 
 
 There are two ways to configure a Tactical Router: 

- through a Command Line Interface, using the commands described in the manual and 
the help included (remote access through ssh is provided also) 

- over ftp, by manipulating the configuration file directly 
 
The first method provides a simple way of accessing the device. Simply use a serial cable 

and connect to RADIO4 serial port using the following settings: 38400 baud rate, 8 data bits, no 
parity, 1 stop bit and no flow control. This allows users to access a login prompt. Enter credentials 
for user configure or sconfigure (more details provided in security-related chapter) and after 
validation, the device provides access to the Tactical Router’s CLI. A successful login provides access 
the command prompt: 
 

Simple help is provided by through ‘help <command>’. Typing ‘help’ without <command> 
lists all available and documented commands. 

 
ctr -> ? 
 
Documented commands (type help <topic>): 
======================================== 
batman_gwmode            help                   reboot                
batman_interfaces        hostname              remote_network_add    
batman_set_ipaddress     interface              remote_network_remove 
batman_vismode           load_default_config   show_config           
clean                     metric                 show_config_debug     
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disable                  password               show_interfaces       
enable                   ping                   show_routes           
ethernet_protocols       quit                   show_running_config   
ethernet_set_ipaddress   radio_local_ip       shutdown              
exit                      radio_port_speed      write_config          
force_reload             radio_remote_ip     

 
 
We should focus on the structure of the configuration file right now, as this is critical for 

understanding the way that the configuration process works. Let’s take the following example of: 
 

[bat] 
ip = 4.0.0.1 
interfaces = eth_spr 
mask = 24 
gwmode = server 
vismode = server 
metric = 20 
 
 
[radio1] 
localip = 2.0.1.1 
bps = 115200 
remoteip = 2.0.1.2 
metric = 50 
 
 
[eth2] 
ip = 10.2.9.12 
metric = 10 
mask = 24 
 
 
[remote_networks] 
3.0.0.0/24:(radio1,2.0.1.1) 
0.0.0.0/0:(eth2,10.2.9.254) 

 
 Note that are two kinds of sections within the configuration file: 

- sections associated with interfaces (ex. radioX,ethX) 
- remote_networks section 
 

Each interface is configured by selecting the interface using ‘interface <interface_name>’ 
command. After the prompt changes, configure settings required and enable: 

  

Ctr -> interface eth1 
Ctr(eth1) -> enable 
Ctr(eth1) -> ethernet_set_ipaddress 10.4.4.1/24 
Ctr(eth1) -> exit 
Ctr -> write_config 
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Note that each type of interface is configured with commands starting with keywords like 
ethernet (for ethX), radio (for radioX) and batman (for bat).  

The remote_networks section describes routes to remote networks. The previous config file 
example has two routes that have the following meanings: 

 
Table 8 

Remote networks 

Route Interface Nexthop Verifyhop 
3.0.0.0/24:(radio1,2.0.1.1) Radio1 (ppp1) None 2.0.1.1 
0.0.0.0/0:(eth2,10.2.9.254) Eth2 10.2.9.254 none 

 
Remote networks are managed through remote_network_add and 

remote_network_remove commands. Please consult the help and the manual of the device for 
further details.  

 
There are also some show commands, which allows monitoring the status of the device: 
 

Table 9  
Monitoring Commands 

Command Description 

show_config Show the configuration that will be written to 
configuration file 

show_config_debug Show details of all configured and enabled devices, 
even if some parameters are not set yet. 

show_running_config Show the configuration running on the router now. 

show_interfaces Show details about all interfaces up and running 

show_routes Print the routing table 

 
Some operational commands were required to create a fully functional router. The most 

important one are presented in the following table: 
 

Table 10 
Operational commands 

Command Description 

write_config Actually writes the configuration to the file in router’s 
flash, triggering re-configuration 

password Set a new password for the configure user 

reboot Reboots the device 

shutdown Stop the router using the software shutdown method 

force_reload Restarts the entire management software process. 
Used only when re-configuring doesn’t work as 
expected. 

load_default_config Load the standard default configuration 

 
 Note that configuration is performed only when the file stored on router’s flash is 

modified. From the Command Line Interface, this can be performed by executing write_config.  
 
Access to the CLI is available over SSH also, using the credentials for configure user. This 

method provides encrypted in-band configuration, but it is not as reliable as the physical 
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configuration interface that can be performed through the serial RADIO4 port. In fact, access for the 
sconfigure user (emergency/recovery procedures) is allowed only from the console port.  

 
Regarding the implementation of the Command Line Interface, there are few things to 

mention. First of all, the CLI was developed in python, based on the cmd module [20]. While the 
source file is quite large, there is nothing remarkable as every operation is based on simple Linux 
commands or on manipulation the objects generated by reading the configuration file. 

 
The second way to access and configure the Tactical Router is to modify or create a 

configuration file using a text editor and push the file to the ftp server included in the device. This is 
a very simple operation, allowing administrators to quickly deploy or extract configurations from 
routers. This also permits an efficient management of the files used in large topologies. To use this 
method, simply start a ftp client like Filezilla or WinScp and connect to the device over TCP/IP, using 
credentials for configure user. After the initial list, the administrator can extract the configuration or 
push a new file to the device. 

 
Note that this method does not require any other action from the user before 

reconfiguring, thanks to the inotify watch set on the folder where the configuration file is actually 
stored. However, if a corrupted configuration is deployed, the router does not load it until it 
restarted or forcefully reloaded, signaling the situation by changing the color of the status led to red. 

 
This chapter represents a brief introduction to the methods available for configuring the 

devices used in MenRac. Configuration examples and additional details can be found in the manuals 
provided either by Harris Corporation or by Interactive Systems and Business Consulting.  
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7. Security  
 

MenRac proposes a communication solution for military actions performed in hostile 
environments or war conditions. Therefore it is obvious that security should be a concern. This 
chapter describes the security related features included in devices used by MenRac, focusing, of 
course, on the Tactical Router.  

 
First of all, let’s discuss about the features of Harris radios. The equipments were built for 

military use from the beginning. All Falcon generations were appreciated for their qualities all 
around the world, proved by the fact that most of the national armies have Harris equipments. The 
build quality is very high, as strict military standards have to be respected (for example MIL-STD-
810F for vehicles). 

 
Moreover, one of the most important features of the radios is related to cryptography. 

Many algorithms are included and can be used for safe communication over-the-air (voice and data), 
thus providing security from the data link layer of the O.S.I. stack. Apart from the well-known and 
standardized algorithms like AES, for example, all radios used by MenRac include the proprietary 
Citadel encryption feature also [21]. Note that the keys used are generated using the programming 
software suite provided by the manufacturer and then transferred to the communication device. 
Simply enable the ‘CT’ mode for communication and encryption is activated. The conclusion is that 
the data link between radios can be encrypted, thus improving security. 

 
The Tactical Router was also designed with security in mind. However, we focused on 

hardening the software and hardware structure, instead of the data communication, as this is 
considered to be already secured. Special attention was paid to credentials architecture, disk 
integrity and configuration process. Physical security is assured through the build process that 
respects the MIL-461 military standard. 

 
Like all modern networking devices, the Tactical Router must be configured. However, 

access to the configuration file must be restricted to certain users. Our device can be configured in 
three ways, as already mentioned: 

- CLI (serial port or remote access through SSH) 
- FTP  
 

On the device there are two users defined for configuration purposes, with the following 
properties: 

 
Table 11 

Defined users 

User Details 

configure Password can be changed from the CLI. Used for 
configuration purposes. 

sconfigure Used for recovery procedure. The password assigned 
to this user cannot be changed. 
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The users described in the previous table can have the permissions described in the next 
table: 

Table 12  
User permissions 

User Permissions 

configure Configure router through CLI (remote access over ssh 
and through serial port). 
Access ftp server and upload/download configuration 
files 

sconfigure Configure router through the serial port 

 
While the physical serial access is considered secure, there are some points to be 

mentioned regarding ftp and ssh access. As already known, the ssh offers encrypted access to 
router’s command line, thus providing secure remote access. On the other hand, ftp is not encrypted 
and the communication is performed in clear-text mode. However, the server included in the 
Tactical Router is capable to offer authenticated ftp over ssl-service, thus providing safe access to 
the configuration file if the ftp client can support this option. Note that only authenticated access for 
configure user is allowed, the anonymous mode being disabled. 

 
The entire stability of the router depends on the state of the operating system. As the 

equipment is designed to be started and stopped from an external button, the consistency of the 
disk is very important. The measures taken to solve this problem are presented in the next few 
paragraphs. 

 
First of all, the file system chosen to represent data written on flash drive is very 

important. My vote went to ext4 (the extended 4 file system) because of the features included to 
match the requirements of the embedded system [22]. The Android Operating System developed by 
Google uses this file system in their latest release, thus confirming the quality of the new 
improvements made for embedded computers, phones and tablets released on the market. Note 
that fsck tool checks and fixes possible errors at each startup. 

 
Moreover, the structure of the partitions is quite special, as described in the next table: 
 

Table 13  
Descriptions of the partitions 

Partition File system Options Description 

O.S. partition Ext4 Read-only Used to store the operating system 
image.  

Non-volatile data 
partition 

Ext4 Read-write Stores configuration files for the system 
and services 

Temporary data partition Tmpfs Max 50 MB Stores temporary files  

 
The O.S. partition stores files related to operating systems and configuring services. It is 

mounted with read-only option to protect the image, but this is also useful against other possible 
threats like worms and viruses. The Non-volatile data partition contains configuration files for the 
entire system and the software services running on the tactical router. For example, the /etc/passwd 
and /etc/shadow files are stored on this drive, along with configuration files for DHCP and standard 
dynamic routing service (quagga). The temporary partition is used for storing logs and other files 
required by applications but not required to be non-volatile between reboots.  
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Another important thing to mention is the full support for iptables firewall tool. All 
important modules are supported by the kernel deployed on the Tactical Router, thus providing the 
possibility to implement firewall policies and NAT rules. However, kernel tables cannot be configured 
from the standard Command Line Interface or ftp. The system requires rooting and access to bash 
command prompt before activating the functionalities of the iptables firewall. 

 
This chapter provided a description of the security policies and features included in the 

MenRac architecture. While radios provide security for the links, the Tactical Router is a hardened 
device with security features usually included in embedded devices and networking equipments. 
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8. Testing Methodology and Results 
 

Any project involving new technologies and innovative ideas requires testing and analysis. 
The current chapter presents the testing methodology and the results obtained from some 
experiments performed in the lab. Some procedures were performed to test the impact of the 
choices made during the development process, while other tests certify the functionalities of the 
MenRac architecture. 

 
In “Static and Dynamic Routing” chapter the originator interval parameter for B.A.T.M.A.N. 

protocol is mentioned. For batman-adv kernel module, this value represents the number of 
milliseconds between successive messages sent by B.A.T.M.A.N. node to peers. Those messages do 
not represent a significant overhead on high-speed wireless or wired links, but it affects a lower 
bandwidth radio link, as the SPR technology provides. It is obvious that a special test was required to 
evaluate the impact of this choice. 

 
When discussing about the originator interval, the main idea is of a tradeoff between the 

overhead added on the radio link and the response time to topology changes. However, measuring 
the convergence time between the topology changes was something too expensive, as it would have 
required few days of field tests with vehicles. As 1 second value for originators interval usually 
means at most 1 minute of convergence time in a B.A.T.M.A.N. network [18], we can assume that 1 
minute convergence time for 1 second added to the value is a good approximation.  

 
For this test, the topology required was pretty simple: two Harris 7800S radios were 

configured and attached to two Tactical Routers. B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol was configured and each 
interface was given an IPv4 address from the 4.0.0.0/24 subnet. One of the tactical routers was 
connected through an Ethernet link to a testing machine. From this computer, 50 icmp echo-request 
packets were sent in flood mode, with an interval of 0.1 seconds between them. A wait time of 2 
seconds was also added as a parameter to the ping command. The round-trip-time and the packet 
loss rate were recorded and the results of 4 tests per orig_interval value are presented in the next 
table: 

 
Table 14 

Originator interval results 

Originator interval (ms) Round Trip Time (ms) Packet Loss (%) 

1000 164.4578 7 

2000 163.0458 4.5 

3000 161.4793 3.5 

4000 144.6233 1.5 
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From the previous table two graphics presenting the RTT and the Packet Loss trends: 
 

 
Fig. 7 Packet Loss % vs. orig_interval value 

 

 
Fig. 8 RTT vs orig_interval value 

 
It is obvious that increasing the orig_interval improves the quality of the communications 

between the elements of the mesh network. However, it raising the value too much results in slow 
convergence of the mesh. Therefore, a value of 3000 milliseconds was considered just fine for our 
requirements. 

 
While aiming to implement the Dynamic Routing over radio links, I had to test the quality 

of the data link offered by each one of the technologies used. Therefore I considered a point to point 
link between two tactical routers connected over HF, VHF, HCDR or SPR technologies. Note that TCP 
connections are not recommended for this tests, as they add too much overhead through 
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acknowledges and retransmission of lost data. However, this could be easy tested using icmp echo-
request packets and measuring round trip times. The average RTT values when 10 standard ICMP 
packets are presented in the following table: 

 
Table 15 

Radio Round Trip Times 

Technology Average RTT (ms) 

High Frequency (Harris 5800-H radios) 8662 

Very High Frequency (Harris 5800-V radios) 2456 

High Capacity Data Radio (Harris 7800-M radios) 458 

Secure Personal Radio (Harris 7800-S radios) 368 

 
Even if TCP connections cannot be carried out efficiently over radios, especially when it 

comes to large file transfers, delivering data over a reliable connection is a good performance 
evaluation. Experiments proved that only HCDR, VHF and SPR can sustain a TCP connection with the 
default settings of Linux sockets. The average data transfer speed for a 2 MB file over a point to 
point link is presented below: 

 
Table 16 

Data transfer speeds 

Technology Data transfer speed 

Very High Frequency (Harris 5800-V radios) 48 Kbps 

High Capacity Data Radio (Harris 7800-M radios) 248 Kbps 

Secure Personal Radio (Harris 7800-S radios) 186 Kbps 

 
 Note that any data transfer over TCP using the data link provided by HF always results in 

failure due to time-outs, when sockets are created with default Linux settings. It is also important to 
mention that when transferring larger files (5 MB for example), timeouts occur on VHF and SPR 
radios also. Therefore it is recommended to use UDP with application-based reliability, which is 
usually done by standard military software. 

 
The values presented in the previous tables emphasize that HCDR and SPR provide a good 

link suitable for data transfer. On the other hand, VHF and HF offer a very low bandwidth with high 
latency, thus making them unusable for real-time applications or large file transfers. Note that on 
those types of radios it is important to implement compression and minimize data traffic as much as 
possible. 

 
Now that the performances of radios are known to the reader, let’s focus on Dynamic 

Routing over radio connections and functionality. As already described in this paper, one tactical 
router must use the best link available to reach a remote network. 
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 All the following tests performed in this chapter are based on the following logical 
topology: 

 
 

 
Fig. 9 Testing topology 

 
Dynamic Routing is activated over HF, VHF and HCDR links, usually preferring HCDR over 

VHF and HF. However, when remote HCDR is unreachable, data should be transferred over VHF. 
When this type fails, the router should accept High Frequency communication. This process can be 
called downshifting. The opposite process is called upshifting (from a lower bandwidth link move to 
a better link, when possible). In a normal operation way, downshifting is performed slower than 
upshifting, since the router tries to retest the link marked as possible down, thus resulting times of 
almost 3 minutes. On the other hand, upshifting is performed faster, as only one successful test is 
required to consider a better link as up. Hence, upshifting times are approximately one minute from 
the moment when the link is physically up. Average results for 10 downshifting/upshifting 
operations are presented in the following table (measured with a stopwatch): 

 
Table 17  

Dynamic Routing results 

Operation Time 

Downshifting 2:46 minutes 

Upshifting 1:16 minutes 

 
 One link is tested multiple times before it is considered down. This is why the time for 
downshifting is larger than the upshifting. Note that in a real action, one radio link can be used for 
voice communication also, bringing the data link down for short moments. This is the reason for 
retesting links before considering them unusable. 
 
 Testing B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol was quite hard, because multihop networking requires losing 
a direct link between at least two members of the mesh network. This requires field testing with real 
vehicles, as SPR radios have an operational range of over 500 meters in urban environments and 2 
kilometers in open space. However, I managed to configure three routers in a mesh, with two of 
them being out of the other’s range. After few minutes, those routers were able to ping each other 
with round trip times around 825 ms, thus revealing that packets were passing through another 
node of the mesh. 
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 The most important test expected reaching one element of the mesh network from the 
router associated with the command center mentioned in the figure representing the testing 
topology. The following table presents some Round trip time values for 32 byte size ICMP echo-
request packets: 

Table 18 
Accessing Mesh Network RTT 

Source Destination Links used RTT(ms) 
Commander Center Vehicle 1 HCDR, SPR 1063 ms 

Commander Center Vehicle 1 HF, SPR 12592 ms 

 
 Results previously presented show the RTT for the fastest and the slowest available link. 
Hence we can remark that none of them is suitable for real-time applications, with HF being over 10 
seconds slower than the HCDR. This requires applications running over MenRac infrastructure to be 
aware of the very large latency and small bandwidth that could exist between two nodes at a 
specific moment of time. It is better to use pre-defined or military standard orders when delivering 
data to one remote device and avoid transferring large or raw objects over the data link. It is also 
recommended to implement a simple protocol to ensure some reliability over UDP, at least for 
critical orders. 
 
 Even if the architecture is fully functional, some details can cause large delays when 
performing DHCP dialog between the gateway and the rest of the nodes in the mesh network. Few 
times I remarked that when many resets occur during testing procedures, the DHCP client fails to 
obtain an IP address from the server for few minutes. Packet-level debugging revealed that the 
server offers one IP address, but refuses to acknowledge it. Finally, the server will confirm the IP 
address for the client, probably after some caches are flushed inside in its own memory. This issue 
makes the client node unreachable for up to 2 minutes, according to my tests. Most of the time, 
requesting another IP address solves the problem. Note that a successful negotiation between a 
gateway and a node should finish with the bat interface up and a default route through bat interface 
on client side. 
 
 In conclusion, the MenRac architecture is a functional solution, with performances and 
issues described in this chapter. While it works very well for delivering datagrams between 
computers, it is not recommended for large data transfers and real time applications. 
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9. Conclusions 
 

MenRac represents a new solution for military communications that integrates standard 
and world-wide used technologies with new and innovative ideas. It adds new functionalities to 
common military radio equipments, putting together HF, VHF, HCDR and SPR radios, in a solution 
built around a newly developed Tactical Router. This device is capable to run new and emerging 
protocols like B.A.T.M.A.N. to provide new features and tactical advantages to officers deployed in 
hostile environments. 

 
Results presented in the previous chapter were included also in the “Accessing Mesh 

Networks over Radio Connections” article published at S.C.S. 2012 event, organized by Faculty of 
Automatic Control and Computers from “Politehnica” University of Bucharest. The first prize was 
awarded to the article mentioned, thus approving the concepts and ideas behind this paper. 

 
The solution described in this document represents a way of accessing and controlling 

devices that are part of a mesh network over up to three radio connections, thus providing 
redundancy and increased availability. This paper presented a scenario for controlling vehicles 
moving on the battlefield from a remote command center, positioned in a safe place. The data link 
between the command center and the commander of the squad is managed by the tactical router 
and can use one of the radio technologies presented in the previous chapters, with the advantages 
and disadvantages described. The vehicles in action are part of a mesh network routed by the 
B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol over the eth_spr interfaces emulated over Harris 7800-S SPR radios. Such 
radio has an operational range of up to two kilometers in open field or 500 meters in an urban 
environment. The mesh approach allows messages to be delivered to one of the vehicles even if 
there is no direct link between source and destination. Thus a message from the commander center 
can be delivered to one vehicle if the link to commander vehicles is up and there is a path of hops 
available between the commander vehicle and the destination vehicle. Now imagine that it is 
possible to replace the vehicles and the soldiers with smart drones. In this situation, the availability 
would be much more important, thus requiring an advanced routing technique, as B.A.T.M.A.N. is. 

 
 This paper describes also a tactical router capable to handle multiple radio links, as well as 
multihop networks. The device is guaranteed to perform dynamic routing in the sense described 
above with Falcon II series radios: 5800-V (VHF), 5800-H (HF) and 7800-M (HCDR). B.A.T.M.A.N. 
protocol works fine for networks composed of routers with SPR radios attached, as our tests 
revealed. 

 Taking advantage of the proprietary equipments, we were able to overcome problems 
caused by Wi-fi cards that work in the 2.4 Ghz band. Note that even if this paper is not focused on 
security, all radios are capable of encrypting traffic with the standard NIST approved AES algorithm 
or with the proprietary CITADEL engine. 

  The solution described in this document allows remote control of devices in mesh networks 
over improved and more reliable radio connectivity. No standard dynamic routing protocol is 
available for all radio stations at the moment; hence our simple but effective solution is providing a 
nice and very useful feature. 

 Moreover, the O.S. deployed on the tactical router offers all the flexibility of the Linux 
kernel, along with the functionality provided by Ubuntu distributions. Future development can be 
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performed using many technologies, including scripting languages like Python or Perl which can 
provide great productivity. From the experience acquired, I can state that when dealing with radios 
(which are quite slow devices), the speed of the software is not usually a bottleneck.  

 The Tactical Router development process considered aspects of security and stability, apart 
from the functionalities provided. The stability was improved through a special structure of 
partitions, isolating the image of the operating system on a read-only partition. Configuration files 
are stored on another stand-alone partition and fsck is used to check disk status at each startup. The 
users defined on the router provide support for simple and safe configuration as well as for recovery 
procedures performed using the RADIO4 serial port. 

 The entire system presented can be adapted to new scenarios. For example, vehicles can be 
replaced with mobile drones, resulting in a single human (one commander from the commanding 
center) controlling multiple equipments over up to three dynamic routed radio links. Serial-over-ip 
applications like socat [23] can be added to allow advanced device control. 

In conclusion, the communication solution proposed in this paper brings some new 
features to military equipment’s market. Mixing standard routing with radios and mesh networking 
in a new product offers a new perspective on integrating mature with bleeding-edge technologies to 
match new challenges that arise. 
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